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Read this Joe Chavos book on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or digital device or in
paperback. Begin with the end in mind I always say. There are a lot of things to consider when
thinking about becoming a professional market investor and trader. You are the one who is
making the decision to get into the trading and investing business, no one is making you do it. It
is a big step for someone to take the plunge into the world of making money with money. One
has to look inside one's self and ask some very hard questions before they start driving their
own money train down the tracks to riches in the live markets. The markets are there for people
to make money every day. All you have to do is learn what to do the right way and then go in
there and get it. If you're sick of driving to a job you hate everyday then read on, Bible of Supply
& Demand Trading for complete Beginners is for you. I am giving you clear, concise and highly
informative information in Bible of Supply & Demand Trading for complete Beginners that would
take you years to uncover on your own. No amount of search engine queries' could come up with
all of the information I am giving you in this book. Use Bible of Supply & Demand Trading for
complete Beginners as an overview or a guide if you will, to what to study and learn first to
become consistently profitable from investing and trading from using supply and demand as
your trading method. I give you concise information as to what to learn first and what to look for
as far as further information is concerned. I tell you only the most critical things to learn first
because those are absolutely the most important and the ones that will make you money right
away if you do them.

“Don’t Count on It! is a wise book. As most traders and investors remain convinced that they can
beat the market, it’s always sobering to hear a compelling voice from the other side.” (Seeking
Alpha)"If Bogle writes it, it’s worth reading. His latest, Don’t Count On It, is a collection of 35
essays, every one of them filled with wisdom and insight. . . While I have read Bogle’s views on
these issues many times, I’m always impressed with the quality of his writing (Where else can
you read quotations from Adam Smith to Winston Churchill to Cato?), the wit and humility he
shows and his passion to help investors. The book is a compelling read, one that in effect tells
the story and mission of a great man. We’re lucky and privileged to have him fighting on our
side. As Bogle noted in his book, Machiavelli “described the accumulation of worldly ‘glory’ as
the motivating principle that drives leaders to undertake ‘great enterprises’ and do ‘great things’
on behalf of their fellow citizens and not just themselves.” Hard to find a better description of
Bogle himself." (MarketWatch)“Mr Bogle’s prescription for a better system is relatively simple: to
demand proper fiduciary management from money managers. They must prioritise client
interests, act as responsible corporate citizens, charge reasonable fees and eliminate conflicts
of interest. Amen to that. It may sound like nostalgia from an old-timer, or idealism from a



visionary. But without such changes, investors and society will continue to be short-changed as
the financial community carries on regardless.” (Financial Times)“In Don’t Count on It!
Reflections on Investment Illusions, Capitalism, “Mutual” Funds, Indexing, Entrepreneurship,
Idealism, and Heroes, Bogle hammers at what he labels the cost matters hypothesis: Whether
markets are efficient or inefficient, investors as a group must fall short of the market return by
precisely the amount of the aggregate costs they incur. It is the central fact of investing. Not
surprisingly, the book deals extensively with the low-cost innovation for which Vanguard is best
known: the stock index mutual fund. When the company first made indexing available to small
investors in 1975, critics derided the notion as “Bogle’s folly.” To Bogle, however, the benefits to
investors were irrefutable. . . The impact of indexing has been so great that a second, hugely
important contribution by Vanguard has been overshadowed. Vanguard originated the now
standard segmentation of bond funds into short-, intermediate-, and long-term varieties. Bogle
was enshrined in the Fixed Income Analysts Society Hall of Fame for this innovation. The author
of Don’t Count on It! does not dwell on such honors, which include being named one of the
world’s 100 most powerful and influential people by Time magazine. In fact, Bogle devotes the
final section of his book to tributes to four of his own heroes: Walter Morgan, economist Paul
Samuelson, investment guru Peter Bernstein, and Dr. Bernard Lown, a Nobel laureate whom he
credits with keeping him alive in defiance of a mystifying heart ailment. Bogle also shows
modesty in sharing credit for his contributions to the field and in downplaying his own theoretical
expertise. His unashamed display of such old-fashioned virtues, as well as his heretical view that
running a business is not entirely about maximizing the wealth of the owners, has earned him
the nickname ‘St. Jack.’” (Financial Analysts Journal)Review From the Inside FlapIn his
Foreword, former Federal Reserve vice-chairman Alan S. Blinder writes, "America's vaunted
financial system let us down big-time during the raucous decade of the 2000s." In Don't Count
on It!, John C. Bogle—a man Dr. Blinder refers to as "the conscience of Wall Street"—identifies
modern capitalism's flaws, explains how we arrived at this economic crossroads, and examines
how we can begin to repair the damage before it's too late.Don't Count on It! presents an
anthology of Bogle's latest thinking, focused on how numbers deceive us into seeing things as
other than they really are. He also presents a cogent analysis of the chinks in the armor of a
financial system that has failed to live up to the responsibility owed to its individual and
institutional investors.Read and learn from the wise counsel of Vanguard's founder about how
we deceive ourselves into accepting illusory and evanescent numbers rather than focusing on
fundamental and intrinsic reality. Bogle argues that we confuse the market of real investing with
the market of expectations, disregarding the beauty of simplicity in favor of the wizardry that
creates complex "products" that serve Wall Street at the expense of its clients. Specifically,
Bogle discusses:The unconscionably high costs of financial intermediationThe disgraceful
failure of money managers and agents to abide by what should have been traditional fiduciary
standardsThe unfortunate consequences of the dominance of short-term speculation over long-
term investmentThe subjects of Bogle's anthology go well beyond the investment markets, as



indicated by the seven sections of Don't Count on It!—Investment Illusions, The Failure of
Capitalism, What's Wrong with "Mutual" Funds, What's Right with Indexing, Entrepreneurship
and Innovation, Idealism and the New Generation, and Heroes and Mentors.His book
encourages readers to better understand our complex financial system, to examine it, to debate
it, to challenge it, and to fulfill our duty to ask simple questions and demand answers that are
understandable, intelligent, and, above all, wise.From the Back CoverIn his Foreword, former
Federal Reserve vice-chairman Alan S. Blinder writes, "America's vaunted financial system let
us down big-time during the raucous decade of the 2000s." In Don't Count on It!, John C.
Bogle a man Dr. Blinder refers to as "the conscience of Wall Street" identifies modern
capitalism's flaws, explains how we arrived at this economic crossroads, and examines how we
can begin to repair the damage before it's too late.Don't Count on It! presents an anthology of
Bogle's latest thinking, focused on how numbers deceive us into seeing things as other than
they really are. He also presents a cogent analysis of the chinks in the armor of a financial
system that has failed to live up to the responsibility owed to its individual and institutional
investors.Read and learn from the wise counsel of Vanguard's founder about how we deceive
ourselves into accepting illusory and evanescent numbers rather than focusing on fundamental
and intrinsic reality. Bogle argues that we confuse the market of real investing with the market of
expectations, disregarding the beauty of simplicity in favor of the wizardry that creates complex
"products" that serve Wall Street at the expense of its clients. Specifically, Bogle discusses:The
unconscionably high costs of financial intermediationThe disgraceful failure of money managers
and agents to abide by what should have been traditional fiduciary standardsThe unfortunate
consequences of the dominance of short-term speculation over long-term investmentThe
subjects of Bogle's anthology go well beyond the investment markets, as indicated by the seven
sections of Don't Count on It! Investment Illusions, The Failure of Capitalism, What's Wrong with
"Mutual" Funds, What's Right with Indexing, Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Idealism and the
New Generation, and Heroes and Mentors.His book encourages readers to better understand
our complex financial system, to examine it, to debate it, to challenge it, and to fulfill our duty to
ask simple questions and demand answers that are understandable, intelligent, and, above all,
wise.About the AuthorJOHN C. BOGLE is the founder of the Vanguard Group of Mutual Funds
and President of its Bogle Financial Markets Research Center. He created Vanguard in 1974
and served as chairman and chief executive officer until 1996 and senior chairman until 2000. In
1999, Fortune magazine named Mr. Bogle as one of the four "Investment Giants" of the
twentieth century; in 2004, Time magazine named him one of the world's 100 most powerful and
influential people, and Institutional Investor presented him with its Lifetime Achievement Award.
In 2010, Forbes magazine described him as the person who "has done more good for investors
than any other financier of the past century." Mr. Bogle graduated from Blair Academy cum laude
in 1947 and Princeton University in 1951, magna cum laude in economics. In 1999, he received
the University's Woodrow Wilson Award for distinguished achievement in the nation's
service.Don't Count on It! is Mr. Bogle's ninth book. His earlier books include Common Sense on



Mutual Funds, The Battle for the Soul of Capitalism, The Little Book of Common Sense
Investing, and Enough.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Don't Count on It!
Reflections on Investment Illusions, Capitalism, "Mutual" Funds, Indexing, Entrepreneurship,
Idealism, and HeroesBy John C. Bogle Alan S. BlinderJohn Wiley & SonsCopyright © 2011
John Wiley & Sons, LtdAll right reserved.Chapter OneDon't Count on It! The Perils of
NumeracyMysterious, seemingly random, events shape our lives, and it is no exaggeration to
say that without Princeton University, Vanguard never would have come into existence. And had
it not, it seems altogether possible that no one else would have invented it. I'm not saying that
our existence matters, for in the grand scheme of human events Vanguard would not even be a
footnote. But our contributions to the world of finance—not only our unique mutual structure, but
the index mutual fund, the three-tier bond fund, our simple investment philosophy, and our
overweening focus on low costs—have in fact made a difference to investors. And it all began
when I took my first nervous steps on the Princeton campus back in September 1947.My
introduction to economics came in my sophomore year when I opened the first edition of Paul
Samuelson's Economics: An Introductory Analysis. A year later, as an Economics major, I was
considering a topic for my senior thesis, and stumbled upon an article in Fortune magazine on
the "tiny but contentious" mutual fund industry. Intrigued, I immediately decided it would be the
topic of my thesis. The thesis in turn proved the key to my graduation with high honors, which in
turn led to a job offer from Walter L. Morgan, Class of 1920, an industry pioneer and founder of
Wellington Fund in 1928. Now one of 100-plus mutual funds under the Vanguard aegis, that
classic balanced fund has continued to flourish to this day, the largest balanced fund in the
world.In that ancient era, Economics was heavily conceptual and traditional. Our study included
both the elements of economic theory and the worldly philosophers from the 18th century on—
Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, John Maynard Keynes, and the like. Quantitative analysis was, by
today's standards, conspicuous by its absence. (My recollection is that Calculus was not even a
department prerequisite.) I don't know whether to credit—or blame—the electronic calculator for
inaugurating the sea change in the study of how economies and markets work, but with the
coming of the personal computer and the onset of the Information Age, today numeracy is in the
saddle and rides economics. If you can't count it, it seems, it doesn't matter.I disagree, and align
myself with Albert Einstein's view: "Not everything that counts can be counted, and not
everything that can be counted counts." Indeed, as you'll hear again in another quotation I'll cite
at the conclusion, "to presume that what cannot be measured is not very important is blindness."
But before I get to the pitfalls of measurement, to say nothing of trying to measure the
immeasurable—things like human character, ethical values, and the heart and soul that play a
profound role in all economic activity—I will address the fallacies of some of the measurements
we use, and, in keeping with the theme of this forum, the pitfalls they create for economists,
financiers, and investors.My thesis is that today, in our society, in economics, and in finance, we
place too much trust in numbers. Numbers are not reality. At best, they're a pale reflection of
reality. At worst, they're a gross distortion of the truths we seek to measure. So first, I'll show that



we rely too heavily on historic economic and market data. Second, I'll discuss how our optimistic
bias leads us to misinterpret the data and give them credence that they rarely merit. Third, to
make matters worse, we worship hard numbers and accept (or did accept!) the momentary
precision of stock prices rather than the eternal vagueness of intrinsic corporate value as the
talisman of investment reality. Fourth, by failing to avoid these pitfalls of the numeric economy,
we have in fact undermined the real economy. Finally, I conclude that our best defenses against
numerical illusions of certainty are the immeasurable, but nonetheless invaluable, qualities of
perspective, experience, common sense, and judgment.Peril #1: Attributing Certitude to
HistoryThe notion that common stocks were acceptable as investments—rather than merely
speculative instruments—can be said to have begun in 1924 with Edgar Lawrence Smith's
Common Stocks as Long-Term Investments. Its most recent incarnation came in 1994, in
Jeremy Siegel's Stocks for the Long Run. Both books unabashedly state the case for equities
and, arguably, both helped fuel the great bull markets that ensued. Both, of course, were then
followed by great bear markets. Both books, too, were replete with data, but the seemingly
infinite data presented in the Siegel tome, a product of this age of computer-driven numeracy,
puts its predecessor to shame.But it's not the panoply of information imparted in Stocks for the
Long Run that troubles me. Who can be against knowledge? After all, "knowledge is power." My
concern is too many of us make the implicit assumption that stock market history repeats itself
when we know, deep down, that the only certainty about the equity returns that lie ahead is their
very uncertainty. We simply do not know what the future holds, and we must accept the self-
evident fact that historic stock market returns have absolutely nothing in common with actuarial
tables.John Maynard Keynes identified this pitfall in a way that makes it obvious:* "It is
dangerous to apply to the future inductive arguments based on past experience [that's the bad
news] unless one can distinguish the broad reasons for what it was" (that's the good news). For
there are just two broad reasons that explain equity returns, and it takes only elementary
addition and subtraction to see how they shape investment experience. The too-often ignored
reality is that stock returns are shaped by (1) economics and (2) emotions.Economics and
EmotionsBy economics, I mean investment return (what Keynes called enterprise), the initial
dividend yield on stocks plus the subsequent earnings growth. By emotions, I mean speculative
return (Keynes's speculation), the return generated by changes in the valuation or discount rate
that investors place on that investment return. This valuation is simply measured by the earnings
yield on stocks (or its reciprocal, the price-earnings ratio). For example, if stocks begin a decade
with a dividend yield of 4 percent and experience earnings growth of 5 percent, the investment
return would be 9 percent. If the price-earnings ratio rises from 15 times to 20 times, that 33
percent increase would translate into an additional speculative return of about 3 percent per
year. Simply add the two returns together: Total return on stocks 12 percent.So when we analyze
the experience of the Great Bull Market of the 1980s and 1990s, we discern that in each of these
remarkably similar decades for stock returns, dividend yields contributed about 4 percent to the
return, the earnings growth about 6 percent (for a 10 percent investment return), and the



average annual increase in the price-earnings ratio was a remarkable and unprecedented 7
percent. Result: Annual stock returns of 17 percent were at the highest levels, for the longest
period, in the entire 200-year history of the U.S. stock market.The Pension "Experts"Who, you
may wonder, would be so foolish as to project future returns at past historical rates? Surely many
individuals, even those expert in investing, do exactly that. Even sophisticated corporate
financial officers and their pension consultants follow the same course. Indeed, a typical
corporate annual report expressly states, "Our asset return assumption is derived from a
detailed study conducted by our actuaries and our asset management group, and is based on
long-term historical returns." Astonishingly, but naturally, this policy leads corporations to raise
their future expectations with each increase in past returns. At the outset of the bull market in the
early 1980s, for example, major corporations assumed a future return on pension assets of 7
percent. By the end of 2000, just before the great bear market took hold, most firms had sharply
raised their assumptions, some to 10 percent or even more. Since pension portfolios are
balanced between equities and bonds, they had implicitly raised the expected annual return on
the stocks in the portfolio to as much as 15 percent. Don't count on it!As the new decade began
on January 1, 2000, two things should have been obvious: First, with dividend yields having
tumbled to 1 percent, even if that earlier 6 percent earnings growth were to continue (no mean
challenge!), the investment return in the subsequent 10 years would be not 10 percent, but 7
percent. Second, speculative returns cannot rise forever. (Now he tells us!) And if price-earnings
ratios, then at 31 times, had simply followed their seemingly universal pattern of reversion to the
mean of 15 times, the total investment return over the coming decade would be reduced by
seven percentage points per year. As the year 2000 began, then, reasonable expectations
suggested that annual stock returns might just be zero over the coming decade.If at the start of
2000 we were persuaded by history that the then-long-term annual return on stocks of 11.3
percent would continue, all would be well in the stock market. But if we listened to Keynes and
simply thought about the broad reasons behind those prior returns on stock—investment versus
speculation—we pretty much knew what was going to happen: The bubble created by all of
those emotions—optimism, exuberance, greed, all wrapped in the excitement of the turn of the
millennium, the fantastic promise of the Information Age, and the "New Economy"—had to burst.
While rational expectations can tell us what will happen, however, they can never tell us when.
The day of reckoning came within three months, and in late March 2000 the bear market began.
Clearly, investors would have been wise to set their expectations for future returns on the basis
of current conditions, rather than fall into the trap of looking to the history of total stock market
returns to set their course. Is it wise, or even reasonable, to rely on the stock market to deliver in
the future the returns it has delivered in the past? Don't count on it!Peril #2: The Bias toward
OptimismThe peril of relying on stock market history rather than current circumstances to make
investment policy decisions is apt to be costly. But that is hardly the only problem. Equally
harmful is our bias toward optimism. The fact is that the stock market returns I've just presented
are themselves an illusion. Whether investors are appraising the past or looking to the future,



they are wearing rose-colored glasses. For by focusing on theoretical market returns rather than
actual investor returns, we grossly overstate the returns that equity investing can provide.First, of
course, we usually do our counting in nominal dollars rather than real dollars—a difference that,
compounded over time, creates a staggering dichotomy. Over the past 50 years, the return on
stocks has averaged 11.3 percent per year, so $1,000 invested in stocks at the outset would
today have a value of $212,000. But the 4.2 percent inflation rate for that era reduced the return
to 7.1 percent and the value to just $31,000 in real terms—truly a staggering reduction. Then we
compound the problem by in effect assuming that somewhere, somehow, investors as a group
actually earn the returns the stock market provides. Nothing could be further from the truth. They
don't because they can't. The reality inevitably always falls short of the illusion. Yes, if the stock
market annual return is 10 percent, investors as a group obviously enjoy a gross return of 10
percent. But their net return is reduced by the costs of our system of financial intermediation—
brokerage commissions, management fees, administrative expenses—and by the taxes on
income and capital gains.A reasonable assumption is that intermediation costs come to at least
2 percent per year, and for taxable investment accounts, taxes could easily take another 2
percent. Result: In a 10 percent market, the net return of investors would be no more than 8
percent before taxes, and 6 percent after taxes. Reality: Such costs would consume 40 percent
of the market's nominal return. But there's more. Costs and taxes are taken out each year in
nominal dollars, but final values reflect real, spendable dollars. In an environment of 3 percent
annual inflation, a nominal stock return of 10 percent would be reduced to a real return of just 7
percent. When intermediation costs and taxes of 4 percent are deducted, the investor's real
return tumbles to 3 percent per year. Costs and taxes have consumed, not 40 percent, but 57
percent of the market's real return.Taken over the long-term, this bias toward optimism—
presenting theoretical returns that are far higher than those available in the real world—creates
staggering differences. Remember that $31,000 real 50year return on a $1,000 investment?
Well, when we take out assumed investment expenses of 2 percent, the final value drops to
$11,600. And if we assume as little as 2 percent for taxes for taxable accounts, that initial $1,000
investment is worth, not that illusory nominal $212,000 we saw a few moments ago—the
amazing productive power of compounding returns—but just $4,300 in real, after-cost terms—
the amazing destructive power of compounding costs. Some 98 percent of what we thought we
would have has vanished into thin air. Will you earn the market's return? Don't count on it!
Escaping Costs and TaxesIt goes without saying that few Wall Street stockbrokers, financial
advisers, or mutual funds present this kind of real-world comparison. (In fairness, Stocks for the
Long Run does show historic returns on both a real and nominal basis, although it ignores costs
and taxes.) We not only pander to, but reinforce, the optimistic bias of investors. Yet while there's
no escaping inflation, it is easily possible to reduce both investment costs and taxes almost to
the vanishing point. With only the will to do so, equity investors can count on (virtually) matching
the market's gross return: owning the stock market through a low-cost, low-turnover index fund—
the ultimate strategy for earning nearly 100 percent rather than 60 percent of the market's



nominal annual return. You can count on it!The bias toward optimism also permeates the world
of commerce. Corporate managers consistently place the most optimistic possible face on their
firms' prospects for growth—and are usually proven wrong. With the earnings guidance from the
corporations they cover, Wall Street security analysts have, over that past two decades, regularly
estimated average future five-year earnings growth. On average, the projections were for growth
at an annual rate of 11.5 percent. But as a group, these firms met their earnings targets in only 3
of the 20 five-year periods that followed. And the actual earnings growth of these corporations
has averaged only about one-half of the original projection—just 6 percent.But how could we be
surprised by this gap between guidance and delivery? The fact is that the aggregate profits of
our corporations are closely linked, indeed almost in lockstep, with the growth of our economy.
It's been a rare year when after-tax corporate profits accounted for less than 4 percent of U.S.
gross domestic product, and they rarely account for much more than 8 percent. Indeed, since
1929, after-tax profits have grown at 5.6 percent annually, actually lagging the 6.6 percent
growth rate of the GDP. In a dog-eat-dog capitalistic economy where the competition is vigorous
and largely unfettered and where the consumer is king—more than ever in this Information Age—
how could the profits of corporate America possibly grow faster than our GDP? Don't count on it!
(Continues...)Excerpted from Don't Count on It!by John C. Bogle Alan S. Blinder Copyright ©
2011 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Excerpted by permission of John Wiley & Sons. All rights
reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing
from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of
visitors to this web site.Read more
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